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A lot of questions ran through my head as I desperately clung to the roof of a magic train crossing

over a gaping canyon. Like: How did I get here? What could I have done to avoid this fate? And, did

I remember to shave my underarms before coming on this quest? But even after taking on a witch in

a gingerbread house, bloodthirsty actors, and a whole mess of magic hunters and other fairytale

shenanigans, the biggest, most pressing question pulsing through my brain as my fingers started to

slip and my enemy bore down on me was this: Could I really trust the person whose life Iâ€™d

ruined to keep me from falling? With antagonists closing in, inner demons threatening to consume

me, and vivid nightmares chewing up my soul every time I shut my eyes, I was running out of

options. I knew the moment to decide whether or not I could truly trust any of my friends was fast

approaching. But my head and heart were stuck. For just like the precarious position I now found

myself in, the pain of holding onto the path Iâ€™d chosen thus far was outmatched only by the worry

I had over (gulp) letting it goâ€¦
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Crisanta Knight is back! :)Imagine a world of Book, where a mysterious author decides whether

you'll be a protagonist, an antagonist, a hero, a princess. Crisanta Knight, the daughter of Cinderella

and Prince Charming doesn't want to be just a damsel in distress and decides to re-write her story.

In order to do that, she embarks on a dangerous journey with four of her friends.The second book

picks up right where the first one ended, and we still read about our characters trying to fight against

their prophecy, but this time the author also touched upon the theme of trust - trusting oneself and

trusting other people. Once again, Crisanta is a strong and ambitious character, who would do

anything to change her destiny and have control over her life but also, her character became more

complex as she fought with her inner instincts and uncertainty whether she can trust everyone

around her. She's determined to prove everyone that despite what people think about her and the

archetype she should conform to, she's capable of so much more and I admire her for it. I also really

enjoyed seeing her character development, as Crisa had to understand what she really feels and

allow other people in. It was good to see that other characters went through some growth as well.As

in the first book, the worldbuilding continues to be amazing. In this installment we see a lot more of

the fairytale lands and I also felt like there was more action. We visited more magical realms, the

magic train, our "human" world, where we met a lot of fantastic creatures and generally learned

more about the worlds created by the author. I especially loved the little nod to the mystery of the

Bermuda Triangle. I feel like the pace was much faster, our characters had more fun adventures

and the story was really enjoyable and easy to follow. I began to get used to Crisa's long inner

monologues and accepted it as her character trait, and the flashbacks/visions introduced to the

story made everything even more interesting. I liked it that some of the storylines from previous

book were tied up, and we got new questions that are waiting for answers.Overall, I think that

Crisanta Knight series is a really original and fun series for all those who love fairytales and would

want an interesting, fresh retelling. The Severance Game was a truly good, engaging continuation of

the story and I can't wait to see what happens next! :)

I was so thrilled when I saw that the second book in this series was coming out. Geanna Culbertson

has created a magical world in which we get to follow the descendants of well-known fairy tales as

they try to find themselves and avoid those who donÃ¢Â€Â™t want them to. The series centers

around a group of these descendants as they try to break with the norm and create their own

destiny. Our main character, Crisa (daughter of Cinderella), is especially adamant about breaking

with her predetermined destiny.The second book in the series certainly lived up to my expectations.

Crisa is just as fierce and sassy as ever and the adventure just as daring. This book follows the



group as they try to find the second item needed in order to find the author and get him/her to

rewrite their stories, or better yet, not write their stories at all. Along the way our characters face a

mess of problems, including getting trapped, travelling to another world and being hunted down by

antagonists. Can they make it through all these challenges? Plus, can Crisa let go enough to trust

her friends and let them help her on this mission? To make matters even more complicated we start

to learn that maybe Crisa and her friends are just a small part of what is really going on in Book and

in other realms as well.This book is a good read for any age. So grab a copy for yourself, your kids,

your friends, etc.. and get ready to go on a magical journey!I received this book from NetGalley for

this honest review.

Crisanta Knight: The Severance Game is the second book in the Crisanta Knight series. The series

introduced us to Crisanta Knight who is the daughter of Cinderella and attends Lady

AgnueÃ¢Â€Â™s School for Princesses & Other Female Protagonists with her friends S.J. and Blue.

S.J. stands for Snow White Jr. and Blue is Little Red Riding HoodÃ¢Â€Â™s sister. The girls all

attend the school because they are among the ones that have been written to eventually become

future protagonists much like their famous family members.Now in the second book Crisa is teamed

up with her friends as they are trying to find the author of their stories. Crisa doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t know

who to trust and doesnÃ¢Â€Â™t want to become the typical princess that is always in need of

saving and wants to completely change the idea the each protagonist fits a certain mold. Each of

her friends have their reasons for also wanting to find the author and try to change their fates but

with the antagonists closing in it becomes one dangerous adventure after another.I still really

enjoyed reading this series so far and stand by my thoughts from the review for the first book. The

series is a great young adult fantasy fairy tale read that often reminds me of the television show

Once Upon a Time and a story line they had done on there where they were looking for the author

that had written their tales. What we get in this series is the definite feel of these teenage characters

who are all related to the well known characters we all know though. And with this carrying over to

several books the story line is always full of action and more expansive than the ideas in the

television show.My one complaint with this one that has me rating this book at 3.5 stars, slightly

below my rating for the first in the series is that I felt like I wished Crisa would quite pushing her

friends away. I know sheÃ¢Â€Â™s trying to be strong and has her reasons but I felt like the story

lacked a bit with the secondary characters this go round but hopefully that will change in the future

books and they can all work together on any more adventures coming their way.I received an

advance copy from the publisher via NetGalley.
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